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Abstract 

 

Genetically modified crops have been included in the diet of people of some countries of the world due to food 

shortage problems. They are not being consumed in most of the countries of the world as people consider using 

them can prove to be harmful for them. Genetically modified crops are being produced widely by applying plant 

genetic engineering approaches and these are helping us in a variety of ways. No one is certain about the harmful 

aspects of the GM crops. Safety analysis being carried out in order to market genetically modified crops for public 

usage. Production of a genetically modified crop involves different steps. Along with many benefits of the GM 

crops, there are some environmental risks which are attributed to the GM crops. Further research is on the way to 

study the efficiency and harms related to GM crops. 

 

Introduction 
 

For thousands of years farmers have been modifying crop plants to improve their characteristics as yield, taste, 

nutritional quality and resistance to pathogens or diseases. Plants comprising desired characteristics are selected and 

further subjected to breeding. But this widely used classical method is limited by the natural barriers. Today use of 

genetic modification has enabled scientists to work on gene level and transfer the genes from one organism to 

another to change its characteristics for human future benefits (Glass and Fanzo 2017). Production and use of 

Genetically Modified Crops giving better yield, insect resistant, herbicide tolerant and resistant to other plant 

diseases are now considered to be the key for 1 billion people suffering from prevailing hunger, poverty and 

malnutrition in developing countries (Lu et al. 2017). 

Today, the advances in biotechnology and genetic engineering has enabled to develop a number of genetically 

modified (GM) crops or transgenic crops and now referred to as biotech crops carrying novel traits for commercial 

use and agriculture production. These include pest resistant cotton, maize, canola (mainly Bacillus thuringiensis or 

bt), cotton and viral disease resistant (VR) potatoes, herbicide glyphosate resistant (HT) soybean, papaya and rice. 

Moreover, many transgenic crops are under development and not yet commercially released with traits for 

biofortification, phytoremediation and production of pharmaceuticals, such as rice with high level of carotenoid for 

production of Vitamin A (e.g. golden rice) and bananas with vaccines (Kathage, et al. 2017). 

The most compelling benefits  for production biotech crops are their capability in contribute to (Adenle، 2011): 

 increasing crop yield and thus contribute to more affordable food productivity and fiber security 

(Lu, et al., 2017)  

 self-sufficiency which means optimizing productivity‘ and production on a nations own sufficient 

arable land  

 conserving biodiversity GM crop development serves as a “land-saving technology” capable of 

higher productivity thus can help preclude deforestation and conserve forest biodiversity  

 mitigating some of the challenges associated with climate change nature challenges such as 

increasing frequency and severity of droughts, floods, epidemics, changes in temperature, rising sea levels 

exacerbating salinity and changes in temperature can be successfully faced by GM crops which are also 

capable of reducing greenhouse gases  
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 The improvement of economic, health and social benefits collectively serving to producers, 

consumers and global society.  

But with all these benefits there are always environmental risks associated because by inserting genes from 

organisms which have never been consumed as food, new proteins or metabolic pathways are introduced into the 

human and animal food chains or sometimes inserted genes may fail to work or express other unpredicted behavior 

(Schmidt and Heslop-Harrison, 1998). Concerns and risks studied yet as a result of GM crop consumption are 

allergic reactions and other health effects, threats to wildlife as horizontal gene transfer, water and soil 

contamination, antibiotic resistance from GM crops are discussed in this article below. 

 

Worldwide Commercial Scope of GM Crops 
The first commercially large scale production of GM crop was done in 1996 by USA since then many other GM 

crops have been introduced which have delivered substantial agronomic, economic, environmental and health 

benefits to farmers and consumers. An 87- fold increase was recorded by developing and industrial countries 

between 1996 and 2010, for global area of GM crops raising from 1.7 million hectares in 1996 to 148 million 

hectares in 2010 (Adenle, 2011). Such high adoption rates reflect farmer satisfaction with the products that offer 

benefits as more convenient and flexible crop management, higher productivity, lower cost of production or net 

returns per hectare, health benefits, and a healthy environment due to decreased use of conventional pesticides 

which contributes to a more supportable agriculture.  

 

Major Commercialized Biotech Crops of Top 10 Mega-Biotech Countries 
In 2011, Pakistan by producing bt cotton at 2.6 million hectares, is listed 8th in the top 10 ranking of Biotech-

Mega Countries which grew over 1 million hectares and the USA continued to be the largest producer of GM crops 

with their 43% of global market share (Adenle, 2011). And in terms of three dominant Trait of GM crops (virus 

resistant, herbicide tolerant, pathogen resistant) Herbicide Tolerant Soybean continued to be the dominant biotech 

crop grown commercially in 11 countries in 2011. According ot the table represents the major commercial biotech 

crops of 10 Mega-biotech countries. 

 

Procedure of Developing Genetically Modified (GM) Crops 
Genetic modifications are techniques used to manipulate the genetic makeup of an organism by inserting 

specific useful genes. A gene is an arrangement of nucleotides on DNA and contains data that encodes a specific 

trait/attribute. All life forms have DNA (genes).Genes are units of legacy that are transferred from one generation to 

the next and give directions to development and functions of the living beings. Crops that are produced through 

genetic alteration are known to as genetically modified (GM) crops, transgenic yields or genetically engineered (GE) 

crops. 

 

Isolation of gene of interest  

Gene of interest is recognized and isolated by knowing about its specific function, structure and location on 

chromosome (Rao et al., 2009).  

 

Insertion of gene into a transfer vector  

In plants generally, plasmid isolated from naturally occurring soil bacterium (Agrobacterium tumefaciens) is 

used for the transfer of genes. Recombinant DNA technology is used to insert targeted gene into plasmids (Muzaffar 

et al., 2015).   

 

Plant transformation  

The transferred A. tumefaciens cells containing the plasmid with the desired genes are blended with plant cells 

or cut bits of plants, for example, leaves or stems (explants). A portion of the cells take up a bit of the plasmid 

known as the T-DNA (exchanged DNA). The A. tumefaciens inserts the wanted genes into one of the plant's 

chromosomes to GM (or transgenic) cells. The other most normally utilized system to exchange DNA is particle 

bombardment (gene gun method) where small particles covered with DNA atoms are bombarded by gun into the cell 

(Rao, et al., 2013). 

 

Selection of the modified plant cells  

After transformation, different techniques are utilized to screen the transferred and not transferred plant cells. 

Regularly, selectable marker genes such as anti-microbial or herbicide resistance are utilized to support the 

development of the changed cells in respect to the non-changed cells. For this strategy, genes responsible of 
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resistance are inserted into the vector and exchanged alongside the gene of interest in to the plant cells. At the point 

when the cells are exposed to the microbes or herbicide, just the transferred cells (containing and communicating the 

selectable marker genes) will survive. By using tissue culture methods these transferred cells are regenerated into 

whole plant (Harlander, 2002).  

 

Regeneration into whole plant via Tissue Culture  

Explants (plant parts/cells) are transferred onto the media containing supplements that prompt development of 

the cells into different plant parts to shape entire plantlets. Once the plantlets are attached they are exchanged to pots 

and kept under controlled ecological conditions (Bajwa et al., 2013). 

 

Verification of transformation and characterization of the inserted DNA fragment  

Check of plant transformation includes that the inserted genes has been incorporated and functioning normally. 

Tests are done to focus the number of copies inserted, whether the copies are in place, and whether the insertion 

does not interfere with different genes to bring about unintended impacts. Gene expression tests are done to verify 

the functions of inserted gene (Rao, et al., 2013) 

 

Testing of plant performance  

It is done first in the nursery or screen house to figure out if the modified plant has the desired characteristics 

and does not have any new undesirable genes. Those that perform well are planted into the field for further testing. 

In the field, the plants are first developed and kept in field trials to test whether the innovation meets expectations (if 

the plants express the desired characteristics) in the open environment. In the event that the innovation lives up to 

expectations then the plants are tried in multi-area field trials to build up whether the product performs well in 

distinctive natural conditions. On the off chance that the GM harvest breezes through every one of the tests, it might 

then be considered for commercialization (Vasil, 2003).  

 

Safety Analysis of GM Crops 
There are numerous ways for the identification of accidental changes in GM Foods‘ composition which may 

arise due to the genetic changes i.e. comparative analysis (chemical) GM and non GM foods. These ways of 

identification of alterations also include profiling methods i.e. DNA/RNA microarrays, Metabolomics and 

Proteomics. It is evident that these profiling methods are very much useful but still studies on sensitivity, specificity 

and substantiation are needed. Furthermore, bioinformatics studies will be very useful for the fruitful use of these 

profiling methods to analyze safety of genetically modified (GM) foods in which we study and compare different 

linked databases which may cover all the information significant for profiling accompanied with transformations in 

stages of development and environmental circumstances (Cressman and Ladics, 2009).  

The use of profiling methods for safety analysis of GM foods may produce related information about changes in 

gene expression and linked metabolic outcomes due to the genetic alterations. A neutral comparison between GM 

and non-GM organisms may provide us with changes observed at different integration stages of cells and the tissues. 

But there is a restriction in applying these profiling methods that is the production of a huge amount of data to 

analyze specific genetically modified generations and natural complications in producing a significant explanation. 

The absence of up-to-date associated databases that contains information of profiles‘ variations linked with related 

developmental steps and environmental circumstances is another problem. The ability of profiling techniques to 

identify unwanted effects linked with genetic alterations is apparent but in order to ensure sensitivity and specificity, 

more investigation is required to discuss their importance for the safety analysis of GM foods (Fiehn et al., 2000). 

 

Environmental Risks of GM Crops 
GM crops are being produced on mass scale in spite of the debate on impact of GM crops on environment and 

human health. (Yaqoob et al., 2016). (Researchers found that on the average, the production of GM crops has 

reduced the use of pesticides by 37%, yield of crops has been increased by 22% and farmers are being benefited by 

GM crops 68%. Despite of all these facts, GM crops pose environmental risks (Klümper and Qaim, 2014). Genetic 

modification increases the organism‘s ability to become invasive in environment, indigenous species become extinct 

and this causes severe consequences to biodiversity (Bruening and Lyons, 2000). They can cause production of new 

weedy species that may develop resistance against viruses, bacteria and fungi. (Bauer, 2005). Genetically modified 

crop can itself become a weed and can be a serious threat for plant. Moreover the toxin producing plants can be 

harmful for insects like butterflies and moth and can accumulate in other insects. GM crops can have adverse 

ecological effects and also their nutritional content can have negative effect on human health. (Beddington, 2010). 
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 Health Hazards of Glyphosate and Roundup Tolerant Crops 
Over 80% of genetically modified crops are herbicide tolerant. Soya bean is the most widely herbicide tolerant 

crop being produced these days. The other most widely grown GM crop that is herbicide tolerant is Roundup Ready 

soy that is modified to tolerate roundup herbicide of which active ingredient‖ is glyphosate. Farmers freely spray the 

herbicide in the fields; all life is killed except crops. GM RR crops store the glyphosate in their tissues, but 

sometimes it is broken down into a compound named aminomethylphosphonic acid AMPA, which is then eaten by 

people and animals and both are toxic to health. The demerit of glyphosate tolerant crops is that the use of 

glyphosate has increased intensively on crops and it is found in water rain and soil as well, that is toxic to human 

health (Duke and Powles, 2008).The animals fed with GM food crops (soybean, corn) have contained residues of 

glyphosate in their organs and tissues. This issue was not considered or we can say has neglected in legislation 

(Chang et al., 2011). 

 

Major toxic health effects of Glyphosate 
 

 Glyphosate interferes with cytochrome P450 enzymes. These are the enzymes that help in 

metabolization of xenobiotics (Latif et al. 2015).  

 It can cause serum sulphate transport impairment  

 It can disrupt biosynthesis of amino acids by gut bacteria.  

 Many disorders like obesity, diabetes, depression, heart disease, autism, gastrointestinal disorders 

are reported due to the intake of glyphosate in western diet. (Lu et al. 2015).  

 

Health Issues of Bt Toxin 
It was a general concept, that Bt toxin engineered in GM crops only affects the related pests but do not effects 

mammals and other life forms (Li et al. 2007). However, further studies showed that it is also toxic to other life 

forms. In in vitro studies on human cells, Bt toxins were found to be very toxic to human cells. When high dose of 

one type of Bt toxin was given to cells, it slowly killed these cells. So it showed that Bt toxins do not effect only 

pests but it is also harmful for human cells (Mesnage et al., 2013). 

In vivo studies also showed the harmful effects of Bt crops when tested mice. These harmful effects were 

 Toxic effects in small intestine, liver, kidney spleen, pancreas.  

 Disturbance in function of digestive system.  

 Damage of Male reproductive organ.  

 Disturbance in the biochemistry of blood.  

 Disturbance of immune system (Finamore, et al., 2008)  

 

Overall Environmental Risks of GM Crops 

 

Habitat change: The increase in the production of the genetically modified plants has changed more than half of 

grass lands and forests into farmlands. The rate of deforestation in Latin America and in Argentina has increased 

with the increase in production of GM crops after 1997. 

 

Aquatic ecosystem: GM crops effects the aquatic ecosystem by increasing the rate of pollution and introducing 

nonnative species in aquatic ecosystem. GM crops cause diseases in fishes, and change in the aquatic ecosystem. If 

some active particle of GM crops enters in the body of fish then it causes a large level of diseases in fishes 

(Dommelen, 1999).  
 

Resistance:  Pests and herbs develop resistance no matters if the plants have been formed by traditional breeding 

method or by GM technology. A study in US showed that 15 species of weed have developed the resistance against 

herbicide resistance GM crops. In India, American bollworm developed the resistance against Bt cotton in 2009 and 

it was the first case seen there. The resistance in the pests causes the formation of superbugs (Smyth and Naseem, 

2017). 

 

Invasive Alien species:  Invasive alien species are the major cause of the extinction of the other species. GM crops 

are among one of the reasons that causes the formation of invasive alien species. GM crops themselves become 

invasive species sometimes because they are the crops having traits, which are new to the existing network of 
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environmental relationships (Pilate et al., 2002). GM crops are the cause of formation of invasive alien species 

because by GM crops resistance in the pests may occur or new pests may form.  
 

Gene transfer: GM crops effects the other species by gene transfer method. In 2001, it was seen that herbicide 

resistant canola transfer its gene to the nearby grasses, and thus these grasses also become herbicide resistance 

(Gressel et al., 2017). It was also seen that when human being eats GM crops, its genes are also transferred in the 

bacteria present in intestine of human being thus it is also an alarming effect of GM crops.  
 

Effect on non-targeted species:  GM crops also affect the non-targeted species or useful species. For example, it 

was seen that the herbicide resistance plants kills the young bees also along with its targeted species. GM crops also 

kill the bacteria and microbes that live in soil. GM crops kill the useful insects which helps in pollination like 

butterflies and honeybees (Ives et al., 2017). 
 

Allergy causing agents: Introduction of genetic material from one plant to the other plant may transfer allergenic 

materials in plant species. Some proteins cause more allergy reactions and transfer of these proteins can cause severe 

allergy in organisms taking that protein. So people who get severe allergies should avoid that food. 
 

 

Conclusion 

 

Genetically modified crops are proved to be useful to overcome the food shortage problems in most of the poor 

African countries. There are many other benefits of GM crops such as increasing production of agricultural yield 

and for research purposes but we cannot compromise on the negative aspects of using GM crops in our daily life as 

these may produce various environmental risks. To use GM crops in daily life, their safety regarding human health 

must be ensured. 
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